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Abstract

The shape of the outer valence (3p) photoelectron spectrum of Ar clusters is investigated by

vacuum ultraviolet photoionization with synchrotron radiation. We show the dependence of the

spectrum on cluster size, and the change of its shape with photon energy. Inelastic losses due to

intracluster photoelectron scattering are most important for changes in the photoelectron main

line, and explain the appearance of additional peaks. A comparison of our results to earlier work

on bulk condensed Ar and Ar thin films is given. Evidence for a deviation of the photoionization

cross sections for clusters from the atomic ones has not been found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main motives in the study of clusters is to see how properties of the infinitely

extended bulk develop from the isolated atom or molecule. In such studies, the rare gas

clusters have become popular sample systems, as they are comparatively easy to produce

in different sizes. With respect to their physics, they are prototypes of ideal insulators. In

this article, we will be concerned with the electronic structure of small to medium-sized Ar

clusters, as observed by photoionization of the outer valence (3p) band.

A number of effects cause the photoelectron spectra from Ar clusters, or bulk Ar produced

by condensation, to be different from the isolated atom. Already in a system as small as the

Ar dimer, the ionization potential differs markedly from that of the isolated atom. This in

first place is a final state effect, as the Ar dimer cation possesses some bound states [1–3]. For

clusters growing to about thirty atoms, from mass resolved appearance energy measurements

also an influence of initial state effects was suggested [4, 5]. These experiments were detailed,

but did not yield insight to properties of the electronic structure beyond the position of the

ionization potential (IP), or the vacuum level in a solid state terminology. The full shape of

the outer valence photoelectron spectrum of Ar clusters was shown in works by Carnovale

et al. [6] at the photon energy of the He Iα line (21.2 eV), and in a comparative study of

several electronic subshells of Ar, Kr and Xe clusters by Feifel et al. [7].

An important characteristic believed to be general for rare gas cluster photoelectron

spectra is the higher binding energy of electrons emerging from the cluster surface compared

to ones from the cluster interior (surface-bulk splitting). This is interpreted as a final state

effect caused by polarization screening of the medium surrounding the positively charged

vacancy. This effect, plus spin-orbit splitting, is sufficient to explain most inner valence

and core level spectra of rare gas clusters [7], but fails to explain the structure seen in

outer valence photoionization spectra. The interpretation of the latter therefore remained

qualitative and concentrated on their gross structure. Carnovale et al. tried to put forward

a chromophore model, which predicts production of an Ar+
13 unit (a single atom surrounded

by one full, icosahedric shell) as a result of the ionization.

Photoelectron spectra of bulk condensed Ar were first measured by Schwentner et al. [8],

and were intensively discussed later on [9–13].

In this work, we attempt to shed further light on the interpretation of the Ar cluster
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band structure by showing and analyzing spectra measured at different cluster sizes and

photon energies. Of particular importance will be the discussion of inelastic loss effects.

This mechanism, which results in the creation of an exciton by scattering of a valence

photoelectron at a different site within the same cluster, has been investigated earlier by

measuring the resulting satellite (or electron loss) spectrum [9, 14, 15]. Here we will show

how this effect is reflected in the main line spectrum.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Photoelectron spectra were measured at the third generation synchrotron radiation source

BESSY (Berlin, Germany). We compile results of various beamtimes at two undulator beam-

lines. An energy dependent series of medium-sized Ar clusters and the 3p, 3s comparison

were recorded at the U125/1 PGM beamline [16]. The spectra of larger clusters and some ad-

ditional measurements were carried out later at the newly constructed UE112/lowE PGMa

beamline [17]. In all cases, horizontally linearly polarized radiation was used.

The apparatus for production of a cluster jet and for recording the photoelectron spectra

has been described in detail earlier [18, 19], and only a brief outline shall be given here.

Clusters are produced by expansion of Ar gas through a liquid nitrogen cooled nozzle into

an expansion chamber, which is separated from the main interaction chamber by a conical

skimmer. The use of copper nozzles with a conical profile ensures good thermal properties

and efficient condensation of the expanding gas. Knowing the nozzle temperature, its ge-

ometry and the stagnation pressure the mean size of the clusters N can be estimated from

empirically derived scaling laws, which are used here in a formulation due to Hagena [20]

(see also [21]). All relevant parameters are collected in Table I. The use of scaling laws to

determine the size distribution of noble gas clusters has recently been critically revisited by

Bergersen et al. [22]. We will comment on this topic below.

Photoelectrons produced by interaction of the synchrotron radiation with the cluster jet

were detected in a hemispherical electron analyzer (Scienta ES 200) mounted in the dipole

plane under the ‘magic angle’ of 54.7◦ to the horizontal. Within the dipole approximation,

in this geometry differential cross sections are proportional to the total cross sections for the

respective processes.

The Ar 3p spectra of medium-sized clusters, from which results shown in Fig.s 1, 3, 4
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and 5 were derived, have been recorded at an analyzer pass energy of 20 eV, an analyzer slit

setting of 500 µm, and a constant beamline exit slit of 410 µm. Dependent on the photon

energy, this leads to a total apparatus broadening of 60–100 meV. We have observed a non-

linear behavior of the measured vs. the true count rate, as described for a similar electron

analyzer in Ref. [23]. An intensity calibration series was therefore used to compensate

for this effect. The kinetic energy dependence of the analyzer transmission function was

determined by recording the areas of Ne 2s atomic photoelectron lines, and normalizing

them to the literature cross section [24] and the flux curve of the beamline as recorded

with a GaAs photodiode. As this method relies on an external monitor it is less accurate

than more tedious procedures based on electron spectra alone [25], but here we only use it

for correcting the change in transmission along the 3p atomic and cluster lines within one

energy. To further isolate effects of inelastic electron scattering spectra of the Ar 3p and 3s

main lines were recorded subsequently and at identical kinetic energies, at a pass energy of

40 eV and with an approx. total energy resolution of 90 meV.

Additional spectra of larger Ar clusters were recorded independently with a pass energy

of 5 eV and an approx. total apparatus energy resolution of 20 meV. Here, the transmission

function of the analyser was determined from the area of the atomic Ar 3p1/2 photoline,

normalized to the atomic 3p cross section and the beamline flux as measured with a GaAs

photodiode of known quantum efficiency. A spectrum of the excitonic satellite region was

recorded at a pass energy of 20 eV and with a total apparatus resolution of 40 meV. No

transmission correction was carried out for this spectrum.

Spectra shown vs. binding energy were calibrated to the known ionization energies of the

atomic 3p levels, being 15.760 and 15.937 eV [26], and 3s level (29.23 eV [27]) respectively.

III. RESULTS

The 3p photoelectron spectra of medium-sized clusters at a number of kinetic energies

are displayed in Fig. 1. The two spin-orbit split components of the atomic 3p photoelectron

lines, resulting from the presence of uncondensed Ar gas in the jet, can be seen at the

r.h.s. of the figure. We attribute the remainder of the spectrum to photoionization of Ar

clusters. Within the cluster-related part of the spectrum, neither a spin-orbit splitting of

two components nor a bulk-surface splitting due to differences in final state screening is
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Photon energy dependence of the 3p photoelectron spectrum of medium-

sized Ar clusters (〈N〉 = 66). The photoelectron lines from uncondensed monomers are designated.

The different widths of the latter reflects the photon energy dependence of the beamline resolution

at fixed exit slit width. The spectrum at 80.1 eV was repeatedly taken for reference purposes, and

an average over all acquisitions is shown. Spectra have been normalized to equal total area. The

photon energy behavior of the three regions designated in the top-most panel is further discussed

below (Fig. 5). Letters A–C’ in the middle panel follow the designations by Carnovale et al. [6],

while arrows marked with ‘a’ and ‘v’, resp., designate the adiabatic and the vertical ionization

potential of the Ar dimer in its ground state [1, 3]. In the bottom panel additional photoelectron

spectra of an Ar monolayer for emission along the surface normal (thin solid line) and under an

angle of θ = 40◦ (dotted line) with respect to the normal are shown [13].
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TABLE I: Expansion parameters relevant for cluster size estimation (d: nozzle diameter, α: nozzle

half opening angle, p: stagnation pressure, T : nozzle temperature, 〈N〉: expectation value of cluster

size) (see text for details)

Fig.s 1, 4, 5 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 6

d (µm) 80 50 50 80

α (◦) 15 15 15 15

p (mbar) 192 1010 1630 340

T (K) 81 93 95 85

〈N〉 66 600 1670 195

immediately apparent. The shape of our spectra is consistent with experiments at two

isolated photon energies (21.2 eV and 61 eV) reported in the literature [6, 7]. Here however,

we display the development of the spectral structure at a number of photon energies in a

consistent manner. Going from low to high kinetic energies, the most obvious changes are a

reduction in the lowest binding energy part of the spectrum and an increase of the cluster

photoelectron intensity at the low kinetic energy side next to the Ar 3p3/2 line at selected

energies (panels c, d). We will discuss the former effect first.

It seems plausible to surmise an influence of intracluster photoelectron scattering in these

spectra. In principle, such scattering processes can be elastic or inelastic. Elastic intracluster

scattering has been observed in the angular distribution function of core level photoelectrons,

referred to the polarization direction of the ionizing radiation [29, 30]. Due to properties of

the quantum mechanical transition amplitudes, these functions can be quite anisotropic in

the atomic case (peaking along or perpendicular to the polarization direction). For clusters

this trend is partially blurred due to scattering, such that the angular distributions tend to

be more isotropic. By definition, the energy spectrum does not change. In contrast to that,

inelastic scattering leads to the appearance of additional structure in the photoelectron

spectrum. Simple estimates using the mean free path of electrons in solid Ar [9] and of

the sample density in the interaction region show that intracluster single scattering is the

most probable process. In comparison, intercluster scattering (scattering of an electron from

cluster X at cluster Y) is negligible. In the case of intracluster single scattering, additional

features of well-defined energy can be produced, and have indeed been observed in earlier
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FIG. 2: Photoelectron spectrum of Ar clusters taken at 35 eV photon energy and showing the energy

region of satellites pertaining to inelastic scattering of 3p photoelectrons. Energies designated by

letters relate the binding energy axis to the panels in Fig.s 1 and 3. The Ar 3s main lines,

coincidentally overlapping in energy, are designated (two broader features from cluster bulk and

surface states, one sharp line from monomers). The energies of surface and bulk excitons known

from optical absorption measurements of bulk condensed Ar, and shifted by 15.0 eV, are marked as

well [28]. We attribute the remaining structure to interband transitions excited by 3p photoelectron

scattering (see text for details).

experiments probing clusters in a similar regime [15].

A spectrum of 3p photoelectrons, which have undergone an energy loss due to inelastic

scattering, is displayed in Fig. 2. We observe the onset of inelastic losses at a binding energy

of 26.0 eV (± 50 meV), or 12.0 eV when referred to the low binding energy flank of the 3p

line (14.0 eV). This agrees excellently with earlier, lower resolution work [15]. The maximum

of the first excitonic satellite occurs at a binding energy of 27.0 eV.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, inelastic losses start to play a role at photon energies in-between

panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 1. In 1(c), a significant intensity loss of the least strongly bound

parts of the cluster photoelectron line is seen. If we conjecture that it is the intensity of the

excitonic features which is missing in the main line spectrum, we can conclude that part C

of the spectrum, which is influenced by the intensity loss, pertains to bulk states, as inelastic

scattering will be more important for them than for surface states.

We can corroborate this interpretation by additional observations: In Fig. 3, we compare

the behavior of the cluster 3p band for two different cluster sizes. Inelastic losses in the
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FIG. 3: (Color online) 3p photoelectron spectra of large Ar clusters (〈N〉 = 1670) at photon

energies around the onset of inelastic losses. The spectra of (〈N〉 = 66) clusters given in Fig. 1 are

repeated for comparison (dotted lines). Each set of three spectra was normalized to equal area of

the atomic 3p1/2 photoline. A scaling constant between the two sets of data was chosen to allow

for an easy comparison.

region identified with bulk photoionization are much stronger for the larger clusters, as can

be expected.

We briefly return to the interpretation of Fig. 2. Comparisons with earlier observations

of these loss structures can be made. Michaud and Sanche directly determined the energy

loss spectrum of low (0–20 eV) kinetic energy electrons by passing a monoenergetic electron

beam through a condensed multilayer Ar film [31]. The optical absorption of Ar films [28]

as well as luminescence measurements of the electron impact created excitons in Ar films

[32] and clusters [33] have also been reported. These investigations show more structure

in the loss or absorption spectrum, respectively, than we observe. This is natural, as we

implicitly average over all binding energies of the 3p photoelectrons. A detailed assignment

of the structure between 12 and 14 eV energy loss to different excitonic features is given in

[31], and will not be repeated here. The agreement of observed energies and gross structure
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FIG. 4: Ratio of the 3p cluster feature divided by the 3p monomer feature, displayed vs. kinetic

energy of the 3p3/2 atomic photoelectron line. (This can be considered a lower limit of the kinetic

energy of the respective cluster photoelectrons.) The span of the data points at a kinetic energy of

approx. 61.3 eV, which were repeatedly taken during acquisition of the data set, is indicative of the

error due to variations of the cluster beam parameters with time. Error bars at low kinetic energy

reflect uncertainty of the transmission function correction. Compared to that, the statistical error

of the data is unimportant. See text for details.

of the loss features is excellent up to a binding energy of approx. 30 eV. At higher binding

energies, interband transitions excited by scattering as well as satellite states can contribute

to the signal. These structures have not been assigned in detail so far, but are outside the

scope of this article. An indirect observation of the inelastic 3p scattering channels has also

been made by zero-kinetic-energy electron, ion coincidence spectroscopy [34].

The wide range behavior of the total cluster photoelectron intensity of the data, which is

partly shown in Fig. 1, has been determined relative to the atomic photoelectron intensity,

and is displayed in Fig. 4. This curve is reminiscent of the universal loss curve well known for

electron escape from bulk matter. We would like to note that the atomic Ar 3p photoelectron

cross section undergoes a variation by a factor of 50 within the energy range shown, due to

a Cooper minimum around a photon energy of 50 eV (35.4 eV in kinetic energy) [24]. One

important finding from this work is that this atomic feature of the photoionization cross

section occurs in clusters in much the same way. Generally, our results corroborate the use

of atomic cross section for modeling of rare gas clusters in a radiation field.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Ratio of three different regions within the 3p valence spectrum of (〈N〉 = 66)

Ar clusters to the Ar 3p monomer lines, with regions as indicated in the top panel of Fig. 1. An

enlarged view is displayed for low kinetic energies (left panel). As part 3 represents a wider energy

interval than the other two regions, its values have been divided by two to allow for a better

comparison. Some points have been connected to guide the eye. The arrow marks the onset of

inelastic losses as seen in Fig. 2. Black symbols pertain to feature C’ of Carnovale et al. [6], red

symbols to A (with some overlap also with B), and blue symbols to B and C. The kinetic energy

refers to the Ar 3p3/2 monomer line.

In order to give a more differentiated view of the kinetic energy dependent line structure

changes we have divided the 3p valence spectrum into three different binding energy regions,

as shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. The intensity of these regions relative to the total atomic

photoionization cross section is presented in Fig. 5.

IV. DISCUSSION

The Ar dimer and its cation are well understood ([3] and Ref. therein). The ionized

system has a much smaller bond length than the neutral, and the amount of energy required

to dissociate it is much larger. By virtue of the Franck-Condon (FC) principle, photoion-

ization creates a positively charged system at the nuclear geometry of the neutral, which

is called a vertical transition. Therefore, the ground state of the cation cannot be reached

by this technique. Combining the FC principle with quantum mechanics leads to a set of
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transition probabilities between the initial state (here the neutral vibrational ground state)

and vibrationally excited states of the positively charged system, which are calculated from

the overlap of the respective nuclear wavefunctions (‘FC factors’). From that, a considerable

amount of nuclear energy is stored in the final state, which is experimentally seen from the

huge difference between adiabatic and vertical ionization potential, marked ‘a’ and ‘v’ in

panel (c) of Fig. 1.

Carnovale et al. [6] assigned labels A-C’ to visibly distinguishable features of their He I

spectrum (see Fig. 1). Further, they attempted to explain their origin in a molecular picture,

by approximating the FC factors from a procedure, which graphically maps the ground state

wavefunction into energy space by reflection on the ionized states’ potential curve (‘reflection

principle’, [37].) The energies of ionized states were calculated for some highly symmetric

isomers of cationic Ar+

N clusters, with N = 3, 7, 13. Spin-orbit interaction was not taken

into account, and agreement with the measured spectra was qualitative at best. Features C

and C’ were both assigned to an Ar+
13 core (‘chromophore’). We see, however, in Fig. 1 that

these features have a different photon energy dependence.

Feifel et al. [7], on the other hand, suggested that the Ar 3p structure, observed in their

work on large clusters and comparable to our Fig. 3, is composed of two spin-orbit split

bands of different widths. It is then mainly the area below feature C’ which is assigned

to the 3p1/2 band, while the remainder would pertain to 3p3/2. This interpretation draws

its plausibility mainly from an inspection of the outer valence bands of the series Xe-Kr-

Ar clusters (see [7]). However, while in the other clusters the spin-orbit splitting clearly

separates the two components, in Ar it has at most the same magnitude than the splitting

between p states of different symmetries, px,y and pz. We will discuss this point below.

The density of states of a thick Ar layer has been measured by Jacobi and Rotermund

[11]. Its shape is quite similar to the valence photoemission spectrum observed in this work

for large clusters (Fig. 3c). When comparing the energies of the band given in Ref. [11]

to our measurements, one has to take into account that these are given with respect to

the vacuum level and thus the electron affinity of solid Ar should be subtracted. Reported

values for this quantity range from 0.0(5) eV [35] via −0.25 eV [36] to −0.4 eV [8, 32]. If

we choose the latter value, the low binding energy flank seen by Jacobi and Rotermund at

13.6 eV agrees perfectly with our measurement. The work of Schwentner et al. [8] on the

photoelectron spectra of rare gas solids is in satisfactory agreement to our spectra, too.
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Qualitatively, the shape of our large cluster spectrum also agrees with the density of states

calculated by Bacalis et al. [38], although this work shows a more structured appearance with

two peaks, split by approx. 1.3 eV (1/10 Ry). If reflected in the experiment at all, this would

correspond to the spacing between C, C’. The total valence band width in their ‘quasiparticle

corrected’ approach amounts to 1.9 eV, in good agreement with our experiment. Altogether,

we conclude that the valence band structure seen in the spectra of our large clusters is close

to the one of bulk solid Ar, as far as can be inferred from the presented experiments.

For the medium-sized clusters, it is important to know which amount of their spectra

results from surface atoms. The size estimate from the expansion parameters is 〈N〉 = 66.

Clusters of this size consist of little more than two fully closed, icosahedric shells, with

about 2/3 surface atoms in total. That is, the surface contribution is dominating, however

its composition and spectral shape are not a priori known. Below we will present evidence

that the cluster size estimated from the expansion conditions should be considered a lower

limit for the actual cluster size in our experiment.

Electron spectra of condensed Ar monolayers were recorded on a number of substrates

[10, 12, 13]. They show a two-peak structure, with a splitting of approx. 0.5–0.7 eV and a

total width of 1 eV approx. A tight-binding calculation [10] has rationalized this structure

as consisting of three bands, two of which are similar in energy for most k values. One

interpretation of this structure is that crystal field splitting has lifted the degeneracy for the

j = 3/2, |mj| = 3/2 and the |mj| = 1/2 states. How meaningful these labels are, can only

be inferred from the eigenvector components of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. Therefore,

some authors refer to these bands as px,y and pz derived, arguing that crystal field splitting

would outweigh spin-orbit effects for Ar, as opposed to the heavier noble gases Kr and Xe

[12, 13]. The dispersion of these bands (energy change with observation angle relative to

the substrate surface) amounts to 0.3–0.5 eV [10, 13].

A comparison of these to our results has to take into account that due to the unordered

nature of our sample contributions of all emission angles with respect to the cluster surface

overlap in our spectra. Published spectra for an Ar monolayer taken at two different angles

[13] with He Iα UV radiation (21.2 eV) are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The

intensity normalization with respect to our spectra is arbitrary. For comparison, the high

binding energy flank of the literature data, which were referred to the Fermi level, has been

aligned with our data by an upward shift of 5.5 eV. One then finds that the weak structures
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C’, A and B are reflected in the surface photoemission spectra of an Ar film, while region

C is composed of surface and bulk photoemission. This explanation seems appealing on the

basis of the current data, but should be further substantiated by measuring high resolution

spectra for additional cluster sizes.

The identification of feature C as bulk related is in agreement with the strong suppression

of the former part of the spectrum by inelastic losses, and with the kinetic energy dependence

of the relative intensities (Fig. 5), in which parts 1 and 2 are seen to ascend from the minimum

at about 25 eV with a larger slope than part 3.

In Fig. 5 one further detail can be seen: At the first two data points above the exciton

creation threshold the area ratio of part 1 is seen to have increased in relative intensity

significantly compared to the other regions. This ratio corresponds to the most strongly

bound energy region, referred to as feature C’ in 1. Further inspection of Fig.s 1 and

3 shows that its intensity even increases in absolute terms. We would like to relate this

finding to a desorption experiment on condensed Ar [39]. There, in the corresponding

photon energy range a first maximum in the desorption yield of Ar+ and Ar+
2 was observed.

This was explained by the creation and subsequent decay of states of the type Ar∗∗2 . In

these excimers, two excitons have been created at neighboring atoms. These complexes

form at the surface or travel to the surface of the rare gas solid, where the excited dimer

desorbs from the lattice and an electron is ejected by autoionization. The occurrence of this

mechanism in clusters would explain why an enhancement of a certain region of the spectrum

is seen, and why it occurs in a region of high binding energy. Also, such effect would be

confined to an interval of photon energies, which as well fits to our observation. Nevertheless,

currently other mechanisms, i.e. energy dependent changes in the final state density of states

cannot be ruled out as an alternative explanation of the data. Between 26.5 and 28.5 eV

in photon energy, a number of 3s → nl Rydberg resonances are located, which have been

discussed in Ref.s [40, 41]. Autoionization of these excited states into 3p single vacancies

could also change the photoionization profiles. However, the effects in our electron spectra

seem to extend over a wider range of energies. Moreover, the 3p photoelectron intensity

from clusters is not largely affected by the resonances.

Above we have discussed the influence of electron scattering on the shape of the observed

Ar 3p valence band. It is also instructive to consider its influence on other spectral features.

In Fig. 6 we display the 3p and the 3s structure of Ar clusters, recorded at equal expansion
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Ar 3s and 3p photoelectron lines recorded at equal kinetic energies. For the

3s line (bottom panel), the results of a least squares fit by Gaussian functions are shown (dotted:

total, solid: bulk and surface component, not convoluted with apparatus broadening).

parameters and equal kinetic energies. Clearly distinct bulk and surface components of the

3s line are seen, the separation of which we find to be 0.31 eV. The surface/bulk intensity

ratio is 1.47, inferred from the fit with Gaussian profiles which is shown in the figure. It is

interesting that a linear interpolation between systems with three and four filled icosahedric

shells and using this figure (1.47) leads to a cluster size of 205 atoms, in good agreement

with a mean size of 195 derived from scaling laws. This however would imply that no losses

due to inelastic scattering are influential on the bulk photoemission of 3s photoelectrons,

opposing our results for 3p photoemission. We believe that this apparent contradiction likely

occurs because the clusters under investigation in fact are larger than given by the scaling

law. Earlier evidence for a systematic underestimation of rare gas cluster sizes by commonly

used scaling laws has been compiled by Bergersen et al. [22].

During preparation of this work we learned of a study by Rolles et al. [42], in which

angle resolved spectra are used to interpret the outer valence band structure of noble gas
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clusters from Ar to Xe. As a general observation, these researchers see a decrease of the

angular distribution parameter β from positive (but smaller than atomic) values at the high

binding energy part of the spectrum towards isotropic values at lower binding energies. One

obvious explanation is an influence of elastic scattering (or inelastic scattering with creation

of phonons) on the angular distribution function of the emitted electron, which agrees with

our interpretation of these features as bulk-related.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed interpretation of the outer valence band of Ar clusters, based

on size and photon energy dependent photoelectron spectra. We find that the spectrum can

be interpreted as a composite of bulk and surface related bands, with a broad, unstructured

contribution from bulk and some characteristic features tentatively assigned to surface states.

The spin-orbit splitting, which characterizes the atomic outer valence spectra of noble gases,

and of the heavier noble gas clusters, is less important than crystal field effects in Ar.

The gross behavior of the atomic 3p photoionization cross section, including its pronounced

photon energy dependence due to a Cooper minimum, is reflected in the cluster cross section

when an admittance for inelastic losses is made. A comparison of 3p and 3s bands of

Ar clusters at equal expansion conditions suggests that the cluster size derived from the

expansion conditions by popular scaling laws has to be considered a lower limit in this

experiment.
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